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Abstract
Endeavoring towards greater sustainability has driven process industries to search for
opportunities to decrease the production costs, energy consumption, equipment size, and environment
impact as well to improve the raw material yields, remote control and process flexibility. Process
intensification (PI), which is defined as a set of innovative principles applied to the design of process
and equipment to satisfy all those concerns, has become the main trend for improving the process
performance. PI is utilized widely in heat transfer, reaction, separation, and mixing, which results in
plant compactness, cleanliness and energy efficiency. This paper reviews briefly some of the main
intensified separation processes and improvement mechanisms. This study focused mainly on the PI
of distillation processes, which are the most important separation methods. In addition to these
technologies, the potential and reliability of reactive separation processes are addressed briefly, which
would enable industry to achieve higher efficiencies and high capacities. The authors propose and
evaluate the membrane-assisted reactive dividing wall column (MRDWC), which is an innovative
configuration combining reactive distillation used to overcome chemical equilibrium, and a dividing
wall column used to save energy, with a membrane used to overcome the azeotrope in azeotropic
distillation systems. Recent developments in current research are summarized to highlight the
importance as well as the effects, challenges and future prospects of PI.
Keywords: Process intensification; Separation processes; Reactive separation processes; Innovative
systems; Energy efficiency.

1. Introduction
The development of the industrial system in the year 2050 has been well defined in the recent
Research Agenda with many strategic sectors, such as water, energy, food, health, etc. expected to
take place consistently based on process intensification (PI) principles [1]. They lie in innovative
methods for the design of equipment and processes that are expected to achieve significant
improvements, such as higher energy efficiency, capital reduction, safety, environment impact, and
improved raw material yields [2-3]. On the other hand, there are several hurdles that prevent the rapid
implementation of PI technologies in the process industry, such as higher failure risk to the process
industry, higher scale-up knowledge uncertainty, higher equipment unreliability, and increased safety,
health, and environment risks [4].
Separations, which currently account for 60 to 80% of the process cost in most mature chemical
processes, can be improved by PI technologies [5]. Among these separation processes, distillation
comprising the largest share of industrial energy use for separations has been received much attention
to improve efficiency. Meanwhile, a membrane that consumes less energy has the potential to replace
conventional energy-intensive technologies. On the other hand, many challenges need to be overcome
before membranes can be scaled up using PI technologies.
Considerable effort has been made in the past to make new developments that go beyond
‘traditional” separation processes [6]. Materials and process development strategies for improving the
separation energy efficiency include replacing high-energy technologies, such as distillation, drying
and evaporation, with low energy technologies, such as extraction, absorption, adsorption, membrane
separations, crystallization, and physical-property based operations or adopting PI strategies [7]. In
particular, to intensify the separation process, there are two areas [6] – process-intensifying equipment,
such as Higee referring rotating packed bed (RPB) [8], and process-intensifying methods, such as
hybrid process [9], dividing wall column (DWC) [10], integration of reaction and separation [11], and
techniques using alternative energy sources, including microwave, centrifugal field and electric fields
[3] (Figure 1).
Reactive separations, which are formed through the combination of a selected separation process

with a chemical reaction within a single unit, have attracted considerable attention in industry and
academia. This technology can improve the reaction conversion and selectivity by removing the
products from the reactive section and circumventing/overcoming the separation boundaries, such as
azeotropes in the distillation process [12]. On the other hand, reactive separation processes still have
some limitations, such as complex modeling needs, increased operational complexity, limited
applications, significant development costs, and extensive equipment design efforts [3].
This paper reviews some of the intensified separation processes and improvement mechanisms.
This study focused mainly on the PI of distillation, which has attracted significant interest from
industry and academia. In addition to these technologies, the potential and reliability of reactive
separation processes are addressed briefly, which would enable the intensification of production
processes. This paper proposes and evaluates new efforts for the membrane-assisted reactive dividing
wall column (MRDWC), which is an innovative configuration combining reactive distillation used to
overcome the chemical equilibrium and the dividing wall column employed to save energy
requirement, with a membrane to overcome the azeotrope in azeotropic distillation systems. The most
important and interesting recent developments in current main research areas are summarized to
highlight the importance as well as the effects, challenges and future prospects of PI.

2. Intensification of separation processes
2.1. Distillation
Distillation is a highly energy demanding unit operation, and numerous modes of energy, or
process, intensification alternatives have been proposed and implemented over the years, which are
based either on the application of additional and alternative energy forms or on manipulation of the
structural parameters [13-14]. Several reports considered intensified distillation, such as DWC [15],
internal heat-integrated distillation columns (HIDiC) [16], HiGee distillation [17] and even cyclic
distillation [18], as well as innovative reactive distillation [19] and reactive DWC [20], which will be
discussed in section 3. High performance trays/packings are not reported in this paper.

2.1.1. DWC
The thermal coupling technique supplies a good mechanism to improve the conventional

distillation sequence [21]. Among the configurations that employ the thermal coupling technique, a
DWC has been one of the best PI technologies and the most widely applied in the industry, as shown
in Figure 2. This industrially proven technology results in a reduction in the quantity of heat
exchangers, enhanced separation efficiency, and energy and capital cost savings. Recently, the
application of DWCs was extended to azeotropic [22], extractive [23] and reactive distillations [24].
The design, control and application of DWCs for three component mixtures are well established
[25]. Recently, the extension of DWCs to the separation of more than three components including the
Kaibel, Sargent and Agrawal arrangements have attracted attention (shown in Figure 3) [26]. The
Agrawal arrangement, which shows better results in this paper, was applied to improve the natural gas
recovery process [27]. The Kaibel arrangement is an interesting alternative considering its simplicity
by withdrawing a second side stream of a DWC. The design of this column has been almost solved,
but operation and control still remain open issues [28]. The Kaibel arrangement is difficult to handle
when minimizing the vapor flow rate at given product purities, whereas it appears to be easier to
operate when the product purities are free. This arrangement can be used in refinery plants where the
product purities does not play a vital role or when a bottleneck problem occurs in the process [28].
Recently, the Kaibel arrangement was studied further via an investigation of the effects of vapor split
manipulation [29].
Because DWCs can enhance the energy efficiency in the distillation sequences, considerable
effort has been spent to retrofit existing distillation columns for reducing the energy requirements
and/or increasing the capacity while the main product purity and recovery are maintained (Figure 4)
[30-32]. In any case, a successful retrofit project normally bases on maximum employment of existing
equipment to reduce the investment cost [33]. Thus, a dividing wall can be added into the existing
distillation to form DWC for improving energy efficiency. In addition, one of key ideas in
debottlenecking is to have the DWC manage the increased load [34].
Most reports on the column internal of DWC use the packing type. Recent efforts on the design
of DWCs with trays, which is important for systems operated at high vapor loads, using
Computational Fluid Dynamics was reported [35]. This study pioneers the studies on the design of

trays or packing type, hydraulic and operating conditions analysis for a range of DWC systems,
particularly for applications to floating, production, storage, and off-loading facilities (FPSO) and
offshore liquefied natural gas (FLNG), which have significant motion.
DWC applications are expected to increase and become as a standard distillation piece of
equipment over the next 50 years [36].

2.1.2. Internally heat-integrated distillation column (HIDiC)
The HIDiC is the most revolutionary approach to a heat pump design [37]. Remarkably, up to 70%
energy savings can be achieved using a HIDiC system by utilizing the heat from the rectifying section
to boil the stripping part of the column as compared to conventional distillation columns. However,
many challenges such as high investment costs, complex design and control problems need to be
overcome to conduct the commercial scale [14]. Recently, a development in this area was reported
with a trade name, SuperHIDiC (Figure 5), developed by Toyo Engineering Corp. [38]. The
separation of multi-component mixtures using this technology is an extremely challenging research
issue [37].

2.1.3. HiGee distillation
“Higee”, a synonym for high-gravity technology, utilizing centrifugal fields to form a rotating
packed bed (RPB) provides another mechanism to improve separation efficiency [8,39-40]. The
fundamentals of mass transfer in RPBs have yet to be explored and understood fully, while the flow
patterns inside a rotating packed bed are difficult to observe inside a rotating packing [13]. Recently, a
novel high gravity device, the rotating zigzag bed (RZB) (shown in Figure 6), which has a unique
rotor combining a rotational part with a stationary one, was developed to overcome the disadvantages
of the rotating bed [41].
The application of HiGee distillation is rather new [42], and has not yet been established in
industry. Nevertheless, in China, approximately 200 units of a RZB have been commercialized [40].
The offshore applications of distillation may also become feasible because the HiGee unit is easier to
operate when there is movement [13,43].

2.1.4. Cyclic distillation

Cyclic distillation is another intensified unit, which has attracted increasing attention. This
enhances the separation efficiency based on separate phase movement, which can save energy
requirements substantially [44-45]. The cyclic operating mode consisting of a vapor flow period and a
liquid flow period can achieve higher separation efficiency, higher quality of products, as well as
reduce the energy requirement and number of trays as compared to conventional distillation [18,45].
Kiss listed several limitations of cyclic distillation. The application to vacuum distillation appears
to be difficult. The performance improvement is difficult to achieve when the column has more than
ten simple trays [46]. Furthermore, the modelling and design of cyclic distillation columns is rather
limited. Recently, a cyclic distillation column on the industrial scale was modeled with significantly
improved separation efficiency compared to the conventional bubble cap trays column, exceeding
200–300% [45]. Sluice-champer trays were proposed to prevent the limitation associated to the
number of trays (Figure 7) [45,47]. The performance of a pilot-scale cyclic distillation column was
first reported for ethanol-water separation [47].

2.2. Other separation processes
Considerable attention has been paid to the development and application of PI on separation,
which requires substantial energy in various chemical industries. Table 1 lists the other selected
separation processes intensification technologies. In recent years, among the various separation
processes available, the membrane has attracted substantial interest from industrial and academic
perspectives. Membrane engineering has the potential to contribute towards process intensification by
replacing conventional energy-intensive separation techniques, such as distillation and evaporation, to
achieve the selective and efficient transport of specific components, to improve the performance of
the reactive processes, and finally to provide reliable choices for environmentally-friendly industrial
growth [65]. Over the last fifteen years, some membrane-based processes have been commercialized,
such as membrane absorbers, membrane extractors, membrane strippers, and membrane bioreactors,
while some processes, such as, membrane distillation are in the process of being commercialized [64].

3. Intensification using reactive separations
Over the years, the development and application of reactive separation processes integrating

reaction and separation in a single set of equipment, which resulted in equipment size reduction,
improved separation, cheaper process, and reaction efficiency, have attracted significant attention [9].
The integration of a reaction with separation has been investigated extensively for reactive distillation
but it has received less attention for reactive absorption, reactive adsorption, reactive extraction, and
reactive membrane or membrane reactor.
Reactive distillation (RD) has been the most extensively researched PI method over the last two
decades [66]. Compared to conventional reaction-distillation sequences, such so-called RD processes,
enable higher reactant conversion, product selectivity, as well as lower energy, water and solvent
consumption, leading to reduced investment and operating costs [67]. Normally, the RD is applied to
etherification, esterification and alkylation on an industrial scale [68]. On the other hand, compared to
design of a conventional distillation column it is much more sensitive to pressure due to the need for a
match between the temperature favorable for the reaction and the temperature favorable for separation
[69].
The thermal coupling concept, which improves the thermodynamic efficiency, can be used to
improve the RD. In particular, thermally coupled distillation sequence (TCDS) and DWC, which are
the best examples of proven PI technology, are proposed to form a thermally-coupled reactive
distillation sequence (TCRDS) (Figure 8) [70] and reactive dividing wall column (RDWC) (Figure 9),
respectively, as an attempt to improve energy efficiency and/or increase the capacity . Up to now, only
a few industrial applications of RDWC have been reported [71].
In addition, because membrane separations, such as pervaporation and vapor permeation, are not
limited by vapor–liquid equilibrium, they can be considered to separate several non-ideal aqueous–
organic mixtures, which form azeotropes [9]. Therefore, a hybrid configuration comprising of
membrane assisted RD is attractive for sustainably improving various chemical processes. The
separation process is intensified further using a novel configuration of membrane-assisted reactive
dividing wall column (MRDWC) (Figure 10), which integrates the RD used to overcome the chemical
equilibrium and the DWC employed to save energy, with a membrane to overcome the azeotrope.
Note that the unreacted reactant separated by the membrane can be withdrawn or recycled in the

MRDWC. This intensified configuration can also be considered in retrofit design. More detailed
research will be needed to understand this process deeply as well as to quantify the synergistic effects
between the three unit operations. Insight analysis should be studied, which can be used to define the
operating range of this novel process.
Microwave irradiation might lead to enhanced separation efficiency and reaction rates, and thus
to higher conversion, which might enhance the reactive distillation performance. Therefore, a
systematic investigation of the impact of microwave irradiation on the separation of mixtures and on
the reaction was evaluated to prove the potential and feasibility of the concept of microwave-assisted
RD [72]. On the other hand, based on the outcome of this study on the separation efficiency of binary
mixtures and the reaction itself, the current results indicate that the integration of a microwave field
into a RD column would neither enhance the separation efficiency on the macroscopic scale, as
present in a RD column, nor enhance the reaction rate. Hence, the conversion or selectivity for the
investigated reaction system would be relatively unaffected.
A novel PI approach integrating a cyclic operation and RD in a single unit that outperforms
classic RD was recently proposed [73]. This study developed a rigorous mathematical model and
tested it with the synthesis of dimethyl ether to reveal the key benefits of a RD with cyclic operation
mode.
Table 1 summarizes the brief mechanisms, main applications and recent status of other selected
reactive separation processes. Up to now, RD and RA have been commercialized, whereas some
processes, such as reactive adsorption, reactive extraction and membrane reactors (Figure 11) still
require significant fundamental research and development before becoming viable on a commercial
scale.

4. Industrial separation process applications
Because PI can reduce the investment cost, inventory and improve heat management/energy
utilization, it is expected to have wide ranging applicability, ranging from petrochemicals and bulk
chemicals [4], fine chemical and pharmaceuticals industries [3] to biofuels [74], carbon capture [75]
and offshore processing [76]. Owing to the large volume production of petrochemicals and bulk

chemicals, reducing energy consumption and environmental impact are significant motivations of
technology innovation. On the other hand, achieving improvements in selectivity, yield and
processing time are more important for fine chemicals and pharmaceuticals because the energy cost
comprises a smaller fraction of the production cost [7].

4.1. Intensified separation systems in petrochemicals and bulk chemicals
Numerous applications PI technologies have been applied in petrochemicals and bulk chemicals.
Among them, reactive distillation [77] and DWCs are the most popular technologies with a range of
applications. In particular, reactive distillation and DWCs have been implemented on the commercial
scale in the petrol–chemical industry more than 150 times [78] and more than 100 times [4,79],
respectively. Future applications in these industries can consider many types of innovative
multifunctional processes, such as RDWC, extractive DWC and hybrid configurations.

4.2. Intensified separation systems in fine chemicals and pharmaceuticals industries
As discussed above, obtaining enhancements in selectivity, yield and processing time in the
pharmaceutical and fine chemicals industries area are more important to their cost competitiveness
than reducing energy costs due to the small fraction of production costs. Most efforts in this area have
focused on reaction intensification. Electrostatic fields have been employed to improve the penicillin
extraction process [3]. Drying, which is a commonly used technique for pharmaceutical applications,
has been intensified using ultrasound, microwave, electromagnetic techniques, etc. [80-81].

4.3. Intensified separation systems in renewable energies (biofuel)
The production of biofuels already takes advantages of using advanced PI technologies, such as
reactive separation processes [82]. Most studies on reactive separation processes for biodiesel
production were based solely on conventional reactive distillation [83-84], or alternatives, such as
entrainer-based [85] or dual reactive distillation [86] or reactive absorption [87-88]. In particular, a
novel reactive-absorption-based biodiesel process was proposed, which is a simple and robust process,
achieving high conversion and selectivity, with no thermal degradation of products, and no waste
streams, as well as reducing the capital investment and operating costs [87]. Pervaporation, which is
also described as a PI technology, can be applied to biodiesel production [82].

The application of advanced or intensified distillation systems is expected to be promising when
continuing to develop the concept of biorefineries away from single product systems to multiple
product systems [89-90]. In addition, the integration of bio-based raw materials into existing
conventional plants will further push those intensified systems or hybrid processing [89]. On the other
hand, challenges to implement distillation systems into biotechnological processes remain with
respect to the operating conditions, such as handling solid systems (e.g. enzymes, cells) and highly
viscous systems, which will require the development of new distillation systems, such as Higee
distillation, which could fill this gap in specific cases [12].

4.4. Intensified separation systems in carbon capture
An area of chemical engineering technology that has possibly grown most rapidly within the past
few years is carbon capture, whose main aim is to reduce CO2 emissions from all plants that burn
fossil fuels, such as steelworks, offshore facilities, chemical plants, and perhaps the largest challenge,
power generation plants on shore, in particular, but not limited to, coal-fired power stations [3].
Normally, a packed column is designed to removing CO2 by chemical absorption [91-92]. To improve
the mass transfer rate in a conventional packed bed, a rotating doughnut-shaped packing device,
which refers to Higee or RPB, was suggested [93]. Furthermore, membrane technology can be
considered a promising separation method that releases the disadvantages of a gas absorption tower
[94]. Considerable efforts have been made to increase the membrane performance with two main
approaches: gas permeation and membrane contactor. On the other hand, there is still a significant gap
between the laboratory and commercial scales in the industry [95]. This is particularly important for
intensifying the desorption process in the stripper. In particular, agitation, ultrasound and microwave
can be used to improve the release of CO2 [3,96].

4.5. Intensified separation systems in offshore processing
Normally, trays are preferred in the distillation of hydrocarbons. On the other hand, trays should
not be applied to the distillation and separation columns of an offshore plant, such as FPSO and
FLNG, which must have the ability to withstand waves [97]. Therefore, packed type column designs
are suitable because the columns can withstand motion [76]. The walls formed by the corrugated

sheets reduce the impact of motion and make structured packing a better choice than random packing
[98]. Furthermore, the use of a DWC for offshore FLNG plants, forming an energy-efficient and
compact NGL recovery process has been suggested [76].
In seawater deaeration or deoxygenation, contact plays an important role in the process with the
most popular techniques for contacting being packed, tray or bubble columns, or agitated vessels [3].
Significant intensification can be obtained using either HiGee technology or the tangential injection of
liquid into a static vessels [99]. Kvarner recently investigated a membrane absorption technology for
removing CO2 from turbine exhaust gases in offshore applications [61]. Substantial reduction on
investment and operating costs are expected as compared to the conventional amine separation
process [100].

5. Conclusions
Economic and environmental considerations have encouraged many separation processes in
chemical industries to focus on PI-based innovative engineering solutions. In addition, using
alternative energy sources, such as microwaves, centrifugal field, electric fields, combining a column
into one unit forming DWC or the integration of reaction and separation into a single unit forming
reactive separation is one of the most radical approaches of PI applications in separation processes. In
particular, advances in reactive separation technology have many benefits in green processing
technology, such as reducing the energy requirements, improving the reaction rate, enhancing the
productivity and selectivity, and ultimately leading to high-efficiency separation processes. These
technologies are promising and need to overcome several challenges to unleash its full potential.
Further improvement, i.e., the development of an innovative configuration of MRDWC for azeotropic
mixtures is an interestingly challenging research issue. Hybrid separation configurations combining
RD or TCRDS or RDWC with other separation technology are also a challenge for future
considerations of supplementing the capability of each unit. Furthermore, different PI methods and
different driving forces, such as microwaves, magnetism, gravity, and others need to be considered for
integration in a unique system to achieve synergy effects in PI research and development. To have the
smooth development of separation processes, other issues, such as new catalysts, membrane material,

new solvent, better rotary machine, cheaper equipment fabrication, reliable control systems, etc. have
also been considered.
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Figure 5. Schematic diagram of a SuperHIDiC configuration [38].

Figure 6. Simplified sketch of the RZB and its rotor [40].

Figure 7. Cross-section of a cyclic distillation and specific internals [47].
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Figure 11. A membrane reactor scheme [2].

Table 1. Summary of other selected separation processes intensification technologies
Process type

Absorption

Equipment type

Intensification technique

(or name)

(or mechanism)

HiGee

Rotating packed bed

Main remarks

Ref.

Significant volume reduction can be achieved using HiGee over

[48]

conventional packed beds.
Reactive absorption

Integrating of reaction and

The most common use of RA is for the separation of a gas

(RA)

absorption in one single

mixture (e.g., CO2, H2S, NOx and SOx) in a solvent. The

equipment

extensive efforts in CO2 capture and storage mainly stimulate the

[49]

current growth of RA processes. Owing to the large chance for
enhancing the regeneration of the solvent, which is responsible of
up to 70–80% of the operating costs, most current research had
focused mainly on development of new solvents.
Adsorption

Temperature swing

The molecules are

The CO2 capture from flue gases can consider TSA as an

adsorption (TSA)

strongly adsorbed at low

interesting option. A gap between the emerging works aimed at

temperatures, and the

determining quantitative structure property relationships of

molecular sieves are

adsorbents and the actual process performance still remains.

regenerated at high

[50]

temperatures
Pressure swing

The molecules are

PSA is normally preferred over TSA because of its lower

adsorption (PSA)

strongly adsorbed at high

operating cost

[51]

pressures, and the
molecular sieves are
regenerated at low
pressures
Electro-thermal

Passing electricity through

This technology proposed for CO2 capture can potentially be

swing adsorption

the saturated adsorbent

more energy effective than conventional TSA and PSA, thus

(ESA)

and the heat generated by

reduces the CO2 capture cost.

[52]

Joule effect facilitates the
release of gas
Centrifugal

Centrifugal force

adsorption

CAT can lead to very good separation efficiencies but it requires [53]
very compact adsorption equipment with high capacity

technology (CAT)
Reactive adsorption

Integrating the mechanism

This technology still needs to be applied commercially even

of reaction and adsorption

though it is well proven on the laboratory scale,

[54]

in one single unit
Extraction

Podbielniak

Centrifugal force

extractor

Intense contact between the two liquids and generation of an

[55]

interfacial surface area for mass transfer
Electric field

2 to 6-10 factor in the transfer rate rise can be achieved compared

[56]

to the no-field case.
Ultrasound

The yield and mass transfer in many solid–liquid extraction

[57]

processes can be enhanced
Reactive extraction

Integration of reaction and

Most studies in the literature are focused on equilibrium, kinetics

(RE)

adsorption in one single

and application of RE. The supercritical reactive extraction (SRE)

equipment

process was also suggested for biodiesel production to obtain a

[58-59]

fast rate. However, large fundamental research and development
are needed before this relatively new technology can be used on a
commercial scale.
Membrane

Membrane

Vapor pressure difference

Most studies deal with the operating conditions based on lab

distillation

between membrane

scale experimentation. This is still rarely employed for

surfaces

commercial applications and is an interesting field for process
intensification.

[60]

Membrane

Selective transportation of

absorption/stripping gaseous component

Most of the literature deals with a variety of membranes and

[61-62]

membrane materials at different pressures and temperatures of

through a membrane while

operation using different classes of absorbents. The most

the component is

important industrial application area is the capture of CO2 from

dissolved in the absorbing

flue gas with a significant reductions of up to 70–75% and 65%

liquid. In membrane

in terms of the weight and size of equipment, respectively. This

stripping, selected

can be advanced for offshore technology.

components are separated
from the liquid phase
using a stripping gas.
Membrane

This is characterized by

Membrane chromatography offers a process-intensive choice for [63]

chromatography

the absence of pore

different chemical processes, such as ion exchange, metal

diffusion, which is the

affinity, protein and reverse phase chromatography. Until now,

main transport resistance

the literature mostly discusses the approximate solutions

in conventional column

neglecting dispersion and kinetic aspects. In the future, the

chromatography using

complex modeling, considering the scale up, of membrane

porous particles.

chromatography needs to be assessed.

Membrane

The treated solution and

On the commercial scale, hollow fiber membrane solvent

extraction

the solvent are separated

extraction units are mostly based. Hydrophobic hollow fibers

from each other using

with higher solvent resistance are required for most industrial

solid or liquid membrane.

applications. Hydrophilic hollow fibers with aqueous phase in the

[64]

pores are needed for processes that involve organic solvent
extraction.
Membrane

A modified form of

The study of a membrane crystallizer is a response to the high

crystallization

membrane distillation that

market demand of high-value-added products. Moreover, it also

combines the principle of

allows control of the crystal shape, enhances crystal growth and

membrane and

achieves selective crystallization. These advantages over

crystallization to achieve

conventional separation techniques make it an interesting process

separation

in the field of process intensification.

Membrane reactors

Integration of the reaction

The recent development of catalytic membranes and membrane

(MRs)

and membrane in a single

reactors, together with the membrane contactors units, might

unit

present crucial opportunities for the redesign of industrial
processes based on integrated membrane systems. On the other
hand, the implementation of commercial scale membrane reactors

[62]

[54]

is quite limited. Therefore, the development of very thin, flawless
membranes° that can withstand high pressure and high
temperature conditions is needed.

